Agenda

1. Welcome and ERMB members
2. Annual report
3. Presentations
4. Q&A & group discussion
ERMB membership

**Technical Services:**
Charlene Chou (Co-Chair for technical services), Head, Knowledge Access, New York University Libraries
Amalia Contursi, Non-Roman Script Languages Team Leader, Princeton University Library
Connie Lam, Cataloguing Librarian (Western & E-Resources), University of Hong Kong Libraries
Bie-hwa Ma, SCP Chinese Language Metadata Librarian, University of California-San Diego

**Collections / Public Services:**
Xiuying Zou (Co-Chair for collections and Public Services), Head, Asian Library, The Claremont Colleges Libraries
Sanghun Cho, Korean Studies Librarian, University of California – Los Angeles
Susan Xue, Head, Information and Public Services, & Electronic Resources Librarian, University of California – Berkeley
Luo Zhou, Librarian for Chinese Studies and Asian American Studies, Duke University
Annual report

1. Envision the future—Task Force for Review of the ERMB [ERMB, CTP & CPS chairs]
   a. The Task Force’s interim report was published in the 2021 Fall issue of JEAL for community feedback.

2. Annual meeting program approved by the EB

3. Cooperative Cataloging project update
Dacheng Project

The UC San Diego Library continued to update/add ~100 titles in OCLC and is planning to complete the cataloging for the remaining few hundred titles in this coming year.
1. The University of Hong Kong Libraries finished upgrading or creating 5000 OCLC records in summer 2021.

2. The project focused on adding a uniform title to differentiate resources with the same title, treating title changes (building relationships among titles, adding records for continuing/continued titles, etc.), and updating titles published in Hong Kong.
2022 ERMB Annual Meeting Program

Theme: Open Access Resources and Metadata Program

Description

In light of the open access movement, many academic libraries are committed to making their metadata as open as possible to enhance the discovery of library resources and allow users to repurpose metadata with clearly defined licensing information such as CC0 or ODC-BY. Co-hosted by CEAL ERMB, Committee for Technical Processing, Committee for Public Services, and the Task Force for Review of the ERMB, this forum will present diverse types of open access resources and metadata use cases.
Logistics

Meeting hosts:
Charlene Chou, New York University
Liangyu Fu, University of Michigan
Naomi Shiraishi, University of California, Berkeley
Xiuying Zou, Claremont Colleges

Zoom:
● Please feel free to type your questions and comments in the chat box anytime.
● Questions will be addressed together at the end of each part.
● Please raise your hand if you would like to speak directly to the presenters.
● Please remain muted unless you are asked to unmute.
1. **ARL TOME Project--Open monographs /** Jeff Edmunds (Digital Access Coordinator, Penn State University)

2. **Open Access Journals: Collaborative Metadata Creation and Sharing through DOAJ, CONSER and Alma Community Zone /** Charlene Chou (Head of Knowledge Access, New York University)

Break
1. Improving Accessibility and Understandability of Open Research Data — Metadata and Data Guide to the CCVG Data Project / Fanghui Xiao (Ph.D. candidate, University of Pittsburgh) & Haihui Zhang (Head, East Asian Library, University of Pittsburgh)

2. Queer Japan Web Archive / Toshiyuki Minami (Senior Library Expert, Brown University) & Haruko Nakamura (Librarian for Japanese Studies, Yale University)
Q & A

Group discussion